In this paper we prove the following Main Theorem. Let 2I" be the automorphism group of Gn. Then 2l" is generated by 1 . X->AXA~\ AEGn;
2. X^>X'~l (may be omitted when n = 2);
3. X->X;
4. X-»(det X)kX, where k = l if n is even, and k = 2 if n is odd; 5. For w = 2 only, (P0, S0, T0)^>(Po, -S0, -T0).
We may remark that 1., 2. and 3. are obviously automorphisms. We shall prove later (Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3) that 4. and 5. are also automorphisms. For w = 2, it is easily verified that 2. is expressible in terms of the other automorphisms in the list, hence may be omitted.
2. Involutions in G". We begin by giving a canonical form for involutions in G" under conjugacy. Throughout this paper let £ denote 1+i, and set Proof. The proof given in [2, pp. 336-337] can be used with a few modifications, due to the fact that G is a principal ideal ring. From the reasoning there, it is easily established that for any involution XEGn, we have /-/<»> 0 \ (2. 3) Z~ )
V T I™J where T is a diagonal matrix with entries 0, 1 or £. The right-hand side of (2.3) is conjugate to some W(a, b, c, d), and it is not hard to verify that two distinct W(aj, bj, c,, d/) (j=l, 2) cannot be conjugate in G". We may remark that p, q in (2.3) are the dimensions of the plus-space X+, and the minus-space X~, respectively, of the involution X. Call X a (p, q) involution in such case. We find at once that
involution. Our next step will be to characterize the + (1, n -1) involutions in G". Let (S(-S') denote the centralizer in Gn of a set 5 of elements in Gn.
Lemma 2.1. Let XEGn be an involution and let
Then the only involutions in (2(902) are +P"\ +X.
Proof. For fixed BEG" we note that MEM implies BMB^E^BXB-1) and BMB~1 = BXB~1 (mod 2), and conversely. Without loss of generality, we may therefore take X in the form of the right-hand side of (2.3). In that case, EpO consists of all elements KEGn given by Theorem 2.2. The image of any (1, n -1) involution in GH under any r£2I" must be either a (1, n -l) or an (n -l, 1) involution.
Proof. The result is trivial for n = 2 and n = 3. Assume hereafter that n>3. We shall characterize the + (1, n -l) involutions in G" by intrinsic properties using a method due to Mackey [5] ; see also Rickart [7] . Letting <E2( ■ ■ • ) To begin with, note that v(X) depends only upon the conjugate class of the involution X. We may therefore take X as the right-hand side of (2. Theorem 2.3. For t£2I" there exists AEGn such that LJ= ±AL0A~X.
Proof. For «^3 we shall use the method of maximal sets of involutions (see [6] ). By a maximal set in G" we mean an abelian group of 2" involutions in G". As in [6] we may at once establish the following results:
(i) The number of elements in any abelian group of involutions is ^2\ (ii) A maximal set contains precisely C",p involutions of type (p, q). (since w^3), and each contains n involutions which are conjugate to Lj. The maximal sets generated by M3 and M\ are nonconjugate, and each contains n involutions conjugate to Li.
On the other hand, it is easy to show that any two maximal sets, each of which contains n involutions conjugate to L0, must be conjugate. Hence for w^3 the class of L0 is characterized by intrinsic properties, and the theorem holds. We postpone until later the proof for n = 2.
3. General remarks. Before we turn to the question of determining all automorphisms of Gn, it is desirable to state several lemmas. But det PT= ±i, since if det Pr= +1, then GrnE(Gt\lGn), which is impossible. Hence det XT= (±i)m, where det X = im, whence the result follows.
Lemma 3.2. For n even the mapping -X--»(det X)X is an automorphism of Gn. For n odd X->(det X)2X is an automorphism of Gn.
Proof. Consider first the case where n is even. The mapping is clearly an endomorphism of Gn. If Xr = I, then (det X)X = I whence X = ul, u = (detX)_1. But then detX = wn, so un = u~1, whence u = l (because n is even). Therefore r is one-to-one.
To show that t is onto, we observe that ST = S, TT=T; set Q= -iP lor » = 0 (mod 4), and Q = iP for n = 2 (mod 4). In either case Qr = P, whence r is onto.
A similar proof is valid for odd n.
Lemma 3.3. For n = 2,the mapping r defined by P" = P0, STU = -S0, Tr0 = -T0 is an automorphism of G2.
Proof. To begin with, we must show that r induces a well-defined mapping of G2 into itself. This will be so if we can show that if a power product II (Po, So, To) =1 in G2 then the total number of factors of So and Po is even.
Letting £ = 1 +i as usual, we remark that since Po = / (mod Q, II (Po, So, Po) = / implies (3.1) H(S0, To) =• / (mod £).
However, there are only 6 elements in G2 mod £, represented by /, S0, To, S0To, ToSo, SoToSo, since Sl = T^ = I (mod £). Any power product H(So, Pn)
can be brought into one of these 6 forms by repeated use of Sl= Tq = (50Po):! = 1 (mod £). Hence in the left-hand side of (3.1), the total number of S0's and Po's must be even. Now that r has been shown to be well-defined we see at once that r is onto. Further r2 = l implies r is one-to-one, whence r is indeed an automorphism of G2.
4. Generators of %2. We shall obtain here the generators of ?(2, the automorphism group of G2. As before, define Our previous discussion shows that +1 and Ja, a = 0, 1, £ constitute a full set of nonconjugate involutions in G2.
Lemma 4.1. For any r£2I2, there exists an AEG2 such that J[ = AJiA~1.
Proof. By Theorem 2.2, to within an inner automorphism we have J[= +Ja, a = 0, 1 or £. However, the centralizer E(Pi) contains 8 elements, whereas (5(P*) contains 16 elements for a = 0 or f. This completes the proof since -J\ is conjugate to J\. These imply that b = c = 0, and a = + i, d = ± 1. Hence PTQ = + P0 or + P0. In the latter case, changing r by X-*X, we may assume Po= +Po-This new t is the automorphism X->(det X)mX where m =4 or 2, and hence is a product of automorphisms on the list.
Case 11. Jra = -J0. As above, we find that So = -S0, TT0 = -P0, Po = ± 2P0 or ±iPo. In the latter case, change t by X->X to obtain t t r So = -So, To = -To, Po = i iPo.
This automorphism is an obvious product of automorphisms on the list. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. We may remark that P~->P/_1 can be omitted from the list, since it can be expressed as a product of the other automorphisms on the list. Further, Theorem 4.1 implies Theorem 2.3 ior the case n = 2.
5. Generators of 2(3. In this section we prove the main theorem for the '•ase n = 3.
Step 1. Let Dj be obtained from 7(3) by changing thejth diagonal element to -1. Given any automorphism r£2l3, we may assume by Theorem 2. Then X: G2->Gi is a homomorphism, as is a: G2->G2. Since X(4) det A" = l we see that if A' = I then X(4) = 1, and so A = I. Hence <r is one-to-one, and from this we see that a is an automorphism of G2. Consequently det A" = det 4 always or conjugate of det 4 always, whence X(^4)=a always or a always.
Therefore \(A) = 1 for A £G2+ and X(4) = -1 for A EGt. Further, A = Po, so A*=A for any choice of *. Therefore A" = ±A, whence (DiD2)T = DiD2 or DiD3. The latter case is reduced to the former by changing r by an inner automorphism with factor (1)+A where A is given in (4.1). Therefore we obtain D\= +Di, DT2= + D2. Since ( -I)r= -I we also have Dl= +D3. Thus, starting with any tG2I3 and changing r by inner automorphisms, we arrive at a new r for which D]= ±D,,j = l, 2, 3.
Step 2. Now let rG2l3 satisfy Drr= ±Dr, where r = l, 2, 3. By the preceding discussion we may set
where AEG2 is arbitrary, a is a unit such that a-det /I =1, Xr: G2->>G\ is a homomorphism such that either \r(A) =a for all AEG2 or Xr(^4) =a for all AEGi, and ovG^U is expressible as Case I. Suppose to begin with that at least one Yr is diagonal; without loss of generality we may assume that Y\ is diagonal. After an inner automorphism with factor (l)-i-Fi"1 we may assume that Y\ = I in (5.4); Y2 and Y% will now be different, but DTr= +Dr is still valid. We may again deduce that F3 is either diagonal or anti-diagonal. and Po' =So_1PoS0. Therefore (Po')U3= -P0'. Applying r to both sides of (5.6), and using Ur= U\ or P2 we obtain a contradiction. Hence P"3 = -Po cannot occur.
We may now assume that both P and S0 + (l) are invariant under r. In that case, again defining U by (5.5), UT has the two possible values U, U3, where U3 = D3UD3. But S = U2 so that either Sr = S or S* = D3SD3.
In order to find Pr, we observe that
where Fi= [-i, »]; hence V= (1) + F"1. But F1 = P?S0-1PoS0, whence F[' = Fi or Fi. Using the fact that (U)T = + ii we obtain PT = + P or + P. In the latter case, change r by the automorphism 3. to get Pr= +P. If PT= -P change r by the automorphism 4. to get PT = P. Hence after changing t by automorphisms on the list, we may assume PT= P, Sr = D3SD3, PT = P. But then r is just an inner automorphism by a factor of D3, and therefore is on our list. This completes the proof for the present case.
Case 1(b). Suppose next that Y3 is anti-diagonal, say /0 u\ r"{, o>
After changing r by an inner automorphism with factor \u~l, -v~l, -z>_1], we may assume that FX = PP^= +Prand F3 = S0. Then PT= +S0"1PoS0+(l); the same type of argument as above shows that the minus sign is impossible. Hence 7> = So-1PoS0 + (l) = r'-1, and we find again that either Ur=U or £P= U3, whence ST = S or ST = D3SD3-1. Furthermore, we obtain PT=+P or + P as before, and changing r by 3. and 4. as needed, we get PT = P. Now change r by 2. Since S = S'~l, P = P'-1 we find that Tr=T, S* = S or D3SD3, PT = P which is clearly a product of automorphisms on the list. We have completed the proof for this case.
Case II. Suppose that in (5.4) each Yr is anti-diagonal. After an inner automorphism by a suitably chosen diagonal matrix, we may assume that Yi= Yz = So-We then find that Pr=(±Po'_1) + (l), and the same reasoning as before shows that the minus sign cannot occur. Thence we obtain (S0 + (l))r = So + (l), and Sr = S or D3SDS. In the latter case, an inner automorphism by a factor of D3 gives a new r with TT = P'_1, ST = S. Changing this r by X^X'~l we arrive at an automorphism r which leaves U, S and T invariant. The same reasoning as in Case 1(a) shows that PT= +P or +P, and the remainder of the proof is as before.
6. Generators of Sl". We are now ready to prove the main theorem by induction on n.
We suppose w=5 4, and that the result holds for M -l. Let D, be the di- XEGnh, where co is the common automorphism wi = w2= • • -, i.e., wis a product of automorphisms chosen from 2. or 3. Changing t by the automorphisms 2., 3. as needed we may thus assume that XT = X for all decomposable XEGt • For w^4, these decomposable matrices generate G+, and so X* = X for all X£G,J". If n is even, then changing r by the automorphism X->(det X)X, if necessary, we may assume that XT = X ior all X£G^WG"".
The same argument as above shows that FT= + F for all YEG^ . If the plus sign occurs, t is the identity; if the minus sign occurs, then t is simply the automorphism XT= (det X)2X. This concludes the proof of the Main Theorem.
Another approach to the proof of the Main Theorem, which is less computational than that given here, is contained in references [3] and [4] .
